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...is a community effort to identify the Minimum 
Information About a Simulation Experiment, to help 
enabling the reproducible description of simulation 
experiments.
• The common set of information a modeller needs to 
provide in order to enable the execution and 
reproduction of a numerical simulation experiment, 
derived from a given set of quantitative models.
• Designed to help modelers and software tools to 
exchange their simulation settings.
• Information about the models to use; the simulation 




































The Simulation Experiment Description Markup 
Language is an XML-based format for encoding 
simulation experiments, following the requirements 
defined in the MIASE guidelines. SED-ML allows to 
define the model to use, the experimental task to run 
and which result to produce. SED-ML currently only 
covers part of MIASE compliant simulations. On the 
other hand, the formalisation of SED-ML forces the 







































– Used to reference the models used in the simulation 
experiment
– Independent of model encoding format
– Defines methods to change source model prior to 
simulation
• Simulation
– Simulation settings and steps taken during 
simulation
– Type of simulation; algorithm to be used (KiSAO); 
associated parameters
• Task








































– Defines the output of a simulation
– 2D or 3D plot; data table




































• jlibsedml – a Java library to facilitate SED-ML support 
for applications to read, validate, edit, and write SED-
ML documents in compliance with MIASE guidelines. 
Also contains modules to execute simulation tasks and 
produce outputs
– Virtual Cell and Centre for Systems Biology at 
Edinburgh
• libSedML – C# / .NET libraries and tools supporting 
SED-ML
– libSedML; libSedMLRunner
– libSedMLScript – simple script format designed for 








































































































• Wrap two command line utilities with C# modules
– UniqueID: map variables specified using XPath to 
source variables in a CellML model
– MyRunCellML: performs a single SED-ML task 
(model+simulation)
• Then behaves as any other simulation tool utilised by 
libSedMLRunner












































































































































CellML time course wizard
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Graphical output
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